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Introduction 
RF Broadcast transmitters (radio & TV)

 mobile phone masts 
safety zones

People first became exposed to man-made radiofrequency radiation in the 20 th century. It was
initially  used  by  the  military  for  radar. Studies  of  radar  and  flight-traffic  controllers,  found
biological changes, but theses personnel were exposed  to much higher levels than the general
public are now exposed to.  Garaj-Vrhovac (2011) found that pulsed microwaves experienced by
personnel working on marine radar could be the cause of genetic and cell alterations and that
oxidative  stress  could  be  one  of  the  possible  mechanisms  of  DNA  and  cell  damage.  The
frequencies studied included 3GHz and 5.5 GHz, which are now used for WiFi transmissions.

RF radiation was also used as a cold-war weapon. The US embassy in Moscow was exposed to
chronic radiation by Soviet radar between 1958 to 1988. Amongst the exposed staff, there were
several leukaemia cases,  benign and malignant tumours,  depression, irritability,  memory loss,
difficulty  in  concentrating,  allergic  skin  problems  and  reproductive  problems.  Chromosomal
abnormality tests showed that there were substantially increased frequencies of mutation in 18
out of 36 individuals (Liakouris 1998).

Radar emissions in peace-time have been mainly centred on airports and seaports, with some
Ministry of Defence establishments adding to local environmental exposure. 

The major exposure to the general public from pulsed microwaves comes from mobile phones,
the transmitting infrastructure (mobile phone base stations or masts),  wireless appliances and
‘blue tooth’ equipment (in homes, schools, workplaces, cars, etc.), wireless computing in schools,
homes and work places, and the expanding roll-out of wireless communication giving laptop
users access to the Internet whilst ‘on the move’. This accessibility is rapidly extending to planes,
trains, most cities and towns, and expanding into more remote rural areas. Satellite and balloon
technology  are  also  being  developed  to  enable  more  rural  users  to  benefit  from  this  new
technology. A study by Tomitsch (2010) showed that the highest exposure to RF in homes came
from DECT base stations and mobile phone masts. EMFields new range of low EMF phones will
reduce your exposure http://emfields.org/phones/cordless.asp. Bolte & Eikelboom (2012) found
that the highest environmental exposure to RF (excluding mobile phone calls MADE by people in
the survey) come from received calls from a mobile phone (37.5%), from cordless DECT phones
and their base units (31.7%) and from mobile phone base stations (12.7%). The exposure to mobile
phone base stations increased with the percentage of urban ground use, which is an indication for
high people density. The highest mean exposure relates to the activities with high people density,
such as travelling by public transport, visiting social events, pubs or shopping malls.

The mean total  exposure  largely depends on phone calls  of  a  high exposure  level  and short
duration. These calls lead to potentially high contrasts as well in exposure levels between sessions
of the same activity as between persons, thus posing a challenge for personal exposure prediction.

The technology is novel in human experience and any effects are most likely to be long-term. The
important thing to bear in mind with regard to exposure is  not the level compared with the
allowed guidelines,  but  the  level  compared  with  what  we  have  been  exposed  to  in  human
evolutionary terms.
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Most early health research work focused on occupational  exposure of military personnel and
some on the effects of weaponry. The first significant report by Sadcikova describing occupational
‘microwave sickness’ appeared in 1974. The symptoms included fatigue, headaches, palpitations,
insomnia, skin symptoms, impotence and altered blood pressure.

Continuing occupational research (Marchiori 1995) added the following symptoms resulting from
acute exposure; warming sensations, nausea, neuropathy (numbness, tingling, even paralysis in
toes and fingers), stomach cramps, dyasthesia (a crushing sensation) and irritability. Berg (2006)
found a slight increase in risk of meningiomas and gliomas as a result of occupational exposure.

Radio and TV station operators were studied and it  was found that radiofrequency radiation
contributed to adverse effects on the cardiovascular system (Vangelova  2006). It  has been felt
important to monitor field levels workers are exposed to, so that they can plan work on masts so
that the maximum permissible EMF dose is not exceeded in any shift (Masiak 2007).

In  many  cases,  medical  tests  (including  blood  pictures  and  biochemistry)  showed  no  significant
abnormalities (Schilling 1997). The symptoms often persisted for several months, even years, after
the exposure, and some of the people who had been exposed were never able to regain the level
of  good health they had experienced beforehand.  Some exposures  resulted in  severe  anxiety
necessitating short term sedation and even admission to hospital. Psychological problems and
emotional instability persisted for up to a year. Some symptoms, especially headaches were made
worse as a result of direct sunlight or body warming. 

Although many of the occupational  studies were investigating accidental exposures to higher
levels of radiofrequency radiation than were usual, and much higher than the current levels that
the general public are allowed to be exposed to, it is interesting (and concerning) to note: 

 The similarity of symptoms in these studies, with those looking at much lower levels of
microwave radiation in the environment, such as the sort of levels near mobile phone base
stations (see below)

 The difficulty of finding any biological markers that can account for the reported health
effects, which adds to the problem of diagnosis

 The often long-term persistence of the symptoms, including psychological ones

 The fact that full health is often not recovered after exposure

What the research clearly demonstrates is that body tissues respond to electromagnetic fields at
very low levels indeed, and the environment can change levels of exposure quite dramatically
depending on whether they are reflective or otherwise (Vermeeren  2010). The  response is non-
linear for both frequency and power. That is:-

 biological systems may react at some low power levels and not others

 they  may  not  react  at  all  to  high  levels.  Experiments  on  nematodes  show  that  they
respond adversely to lower levels and at higher levels they do not exhibit the same degree
of stress (Daniells 1998).

 they may react very differently to different frequencies

We believe that, rather than there being a general threshold below which no ill-health symptoms
occur, people are very variable, having their own individual thresholds that can, in an increasing
minority of the population, be exceeded at low levels of exposure. Many people, although they
form a minority of the population, exhibit hypersensitive responses to many different stimulants
(penicillin, peanuts, etc.). 
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Different parts of the body absorb radiofrequency energy differently. It depends to a large extent
on the water content of the tissue, so blood, skin, muscle, brain and peripheral nerves absorb
more than fat and bone. It is likely that the effect is cumulative rather than purely instantaneous,
and that cascade effects (where one reaction triggers one or more other effects in cells or systems),
from  gene  expression  to  protein  modification  to  cellular  ion  transport  are  all  affected.  It  is
probable  that  these  molecular  and cellular  cascade effects  help to  explain the  wide range of
symptoms  that  characterise  electrical  hypersensitivity  and  that  simplified  provocation  trials
under laboratory conditions do not necessarily reveal a linear predictable response among people
claiming to be sensitive. This does not prove that their experiences in their normal environment
are ‘all in the mind’. It simply indicates that complex electromagnetic environments where there
may be other factors complicating people’s exposure (e.g cordless phones, wLAN systems, etc.)
are not easily replicated in the laboratory.

Where there are multiple exposures, the outcomes are not necessarily predictable. A relatively
recent review by Mild & Mattson (2010) of the work done by the Bioelectromagnetics group at the
Catholic  University  of  America  (CUA),  maybe  gives  hope  to  those  who  are  affected  by
radiofrequency sources, who may find protection in unusual ways. Mild & Mattson concluded
that  “biological effects can be found after exposure to low-level ELF and RF electromagnetic fields, and
when effects are observed, applying an ELF magnetic noise field inhibits the effects.” “In all cases where the
noise field has been applied to prevent an observed effect, it has been successful in eliminating the effect.” 

RF Broadcast transmitters

When discussing the health effects from RF transmitters such as mobile phone masts, the industry
often denies that there could be a problem, saying that we have had radio and TV broadcasting
for a long time, without reported health problems. This is not strictly true as you can see from
several studies, some of which we report below.

Residents on Lookout Mountain, a residential community that contains numerous radio and TV
transmitters that broadcast to the entire Denver metropolitan area, had statistically significant
increases in the number of white blood cells that are immune system markers (such as T cells and
lymphocytes). This  study was a follow up to previous findings, in July 2004, that there were a
higher  number  of  residents  with  brain  tumours  than  would  be  expected  in  the  area.  Bruce
Hocking had not found an increase in brain tumour incidence or mortality in his 1996 study on
ill-health and proximity to TV towers. However he, (and more recently Ha 2007)did find a link
with increased childhood leukaemia incidence. In an earlier paper, Ha (2003) found a significant
increase in the incidences of leukaemia and brain cancer in the vicinity of AM radio transmitters.
Park (2004) found higher mortality rates for all cancers and leukaemias, especially among young
adults aged under 30 years, in areas near AM radio broadcasting towers.  Hocking & Gordon
(2003)  had found that  those children with leukaemia living less  that  4 kilometres  from a TV
transmitter had a lower survival rate than those living further away.

Electromagnetic fields from radio-television broadcasting stations in Italy were found to reduce
immune system function and increase anxiety (Boscolo 2006).

Huttunen  (2009)  found  that  about  a  third  of  people  reacted  to  RF  standing  waves  with
spontaneous hand movements. It is clear that there are relatively crude biological effects, so it is
hardly surprising that more subtle effects may be happening. 

DAB transmitters

More people seem to react to the new digital radio and TV transmitters than did to the older
analogue systems.  As far  as  we know there  has been no specific  research into  it,  but  it  is  a
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growing concern. The Digital Radio Working Group (DRWG) says that by 2015, less than half of
all radio listening could be via traditional FM or AM sets. It says that if DAB broadcasts reach
enough of the country by then, a switch to digital would be possible by 2017. Motorists are being
particularly slow at changing to DAB receivers. 

When digital TV transmitters are switched on their power output increases from 30kW to 500kW.
The analogue transmitters, which broadcast at higher power than the current digital ones, are
generally being switched off when Digital TV transmission is activated. However, as some TVs
are still unable to receive digital signal in some places the transmitters are working in tandem.

In 2009, the modulation pattern for digital transmission was changed; possibly making the signal
more 'pulsey' which could affect people who are sensitive to RF signals. 

Mobile phone masts 

Hallberg and Johansson (2009) found that the Swedish population's health generally improved
during the early 1990s but suddenly started to deteriorate from 1997 onwards. They believed that
the change was too dramatic to be explained away by improved diagnostics, indicating that there
were new physical causes of the health ailments that urgently needed searching for. They thought
it possible that modern wireless communication technologies could not be ruled out as this is one
of the biggest changes to the environment since 1997. For example, a study by Deatanyah (2012)
showed RF exposure from mobile phone masts in 46 towns in Ghana had increased by a factor of
108 since a survey 2 years previously!

Kelsh (2010) suggested that studies should allow for the fact that people in more rural areas may
be exposed to higher levels of RF from their phones, as well as the mast, due to their need for a
higher power output.

The graph below shows the dramatic  increase in public  exposure  to RF in urban areas.  It  is
accepted by many researchers that the level at which a significant number of people experience
health effects is at 0.6 V/m, highlighted in green on the left.
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In many of the studies assessing microwave exposure levels from mobile phone base stations, it
appears  that  symptoms  start  to  show  when  people  live  in  background  levels  as  low  as
0.05 V/m. The symptom data is shown in table 1 in “Radiofrequency EMFs & Health Risks 5
Appendix”. Kundi & Hutter (2009) say that  From available evidence it is impossible to delineate a
threshold below which no effect occurs, however, it is suggested that power densities around 0.5-1mW/m2

must be exceeded in order to observe an effect.”  They continued “The difficulties of investigating long-
term effects of  base station exposure have been exaggerated,  considering that base station and handset
exposure have almost nothing  in common both needs to be studied independently. It cannot be accepted
that studying base stations is postponed until there is firm evidence for mobile phones”.

A study by Dode (2011) looked at the proliferation of mobile phone masts in Belo Horizonte,
Brazil. The highest field measured was 12.4 V/m and the lowest was 0.4 V/m. Between 1996 and
2006 the highest mortality rate from tumours was in residents living within 500 metres of the
masts.

Santini in 2002 produced the following graph of symptoms reported by people living within 300
metres  of  mobile  phone  base  stations.  Professor  Santini  was  told  to  “shut  up  or  leave  his
employment” after  he had revealed these results.  Dimitris  Panagopoulos,  a  researcher at  the
University of Athens' department of cell biology and biophysics, told the Wire Report that he has
been kept back from doing experiments, and gradually excluded from lectures, remaining a post-
doctoral fellow when he should have been an assistant professor. After testifying in Canada in
2010, before the House Standing Committee on Health about health risks associated with wireless
signals, he was asked to leave his office.

See also: http://www.emrnetwork.org/position/santini_hearing_march6_02.pdf

It seems that there are 2 peaks of symptoms at less than 10 metres and 50 to 100 metres. The
second peak in radiation can be clearly seen in the map below.
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 Navarro (2003) and, in a further re-analysis of Navarro’s research, Oberfeld (2004), Bortkiewicz
(2004), Hutter (2006) and Abdel-Rassoul (2007) all found significant numbers of people reporting
very similar collections of symptoms. The effects began in many cases at 0.05 V/m and often,
where measured, the higher the exposure the more the symptoms were reported. Hutter’s control
threshold of 0.2 V/m may have significantly underestimated the problem. Preece (2007) carried
out a questionnaire survey of 3 villages in Cyprus, 2 exposed to GSM phone mast signals (up to
1.4 V/m) and one unexposed. There were also 17.6 MHz military signals but they did not exceed
0.3 V/m. Similar symptoms were found and the higher the exposure,  the greater number or
severity of symptoms reported. Kim (2010) found signals from mobile phone masts could be as
high as 1.5 V/m in Korea.

In Sarabha Nagar, Ludhiana, India, residents in a particular block of flats have become concerned
about the number of cancers being reported by the people living there; 7 patients in 7 houses,
mainly women and 3 have died. They attribute the cancers to the high level of EMFs from the
mobile phone base stations which are nearest to the area where the cancers have occurred.

Santini  commented in  the  study  he  and  his  colleagues  did  in  2003  that  “Our  results  show a
significant increase in symptoms in relation to the age of subjects (older subjects are more sensitive) and
also, that facing the location is the worst position for some symptoms studied, especially for distances up to
100 metres from the base stations.  No significant difference is  observed in the frequency of  symptoms
related to the duration of  exposure from less than 1 year to more than 5 years,  with the exception of
irritability which significantly increased after more than 5 years.”

A group of German doctors wrote an open letter to the President of Bavaria, expressing their
concern after they had studied the medical records of 357 of their patients and compared their
health reports with measured microwave fields at their homes. The doctors found that 70% of
patients did not experience health effects if the microwave field levels they lived in were less than
0.06 V/m, whereas when these levels rose to 0.2 V/m and above, only 5-6% of their patients did
not experience health effects. It is important to remember when looking at the graphs (included
in Section 4) that microwave signals from mobile phone masts are often above 0.6 V/m within
400 metres! A Serbian study (Koprovica 2013) found that at distances of less than 50 metres from
the bottom of a mobile phone mast, the RF fields varied between less than 1 and 2 volts per metre.
The German doctors reported that the health disturbances disappear when the exposure ceased.

See: http://www.powerwatch.org.uk/news/20050722_bamberg.asp 

Dr. Cornelia Waldmann Selsam, spokesperson for the German doctors, concluded that in order to
protect the general public, microwave levels should be below 0.06 volts per metre (V/m). The
current UK-allowed level is between 28 and 60 V/m depending on frequency. 
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In October 2002, several thousand Germans, including 200 qualified medical doctors, signed the
‘Freiburger Appeal’. This states that, in their clinical experience, a wide range of symptoms and
conditions have increased in incidence in the last few years and they are convinced it is pulsing
microwave pollution from cell-phone systems that are causing this. They call for a reduction in
mobile phone base station signals,  for education to persuade people only to use their mobile
phones in emergencies, and for a ban on the use of mobile phones by children.

A German study by Blettner (2008) involved responses from 30,047 people surveyed. They found
18.7% of participants were concerned about adverse health effects of mobile phone base stations,
and an additional 10.3% attributed their personal adverse health effects to the exposure from
them. The authors concluded "A substantial proportion of the German population is concerned about
adverse health effects caused by exposure from mobile phone base stations. The observed slightly higher
prevalence of health complaints near base stations can not however be fully explained by attributions or
concerns."

Augner (2009) concluded in his study that “short-term exposure to GSM base station signals may have
an impact on well-being by reducing psychological arousal.”

Many, especially industry, people suggest that the effects people report are due to psychological
reasons. The people attribute their feelings of ill-health to the mast, as it is visible to them, and
they believe it is affecting them. Kowall (2012) suggested that risk perception as a result of mobile
phone base station exposure was strongly associated with concerns about various other risks like
the side effects of medications, air pollution or power lines. The number of people expressing
their concerns in a self-administered questionnaire stayed at just under 50% from 2004 to 2006.

It  is  unclear  how psychological  factors  could account  for  the  effects  such as  those  found by
Balmori (2005) on a population of storks in Valladolid, Spain; where 40% of storks nesting within
200m of a mast had no chicks, yet only 3.3% of those further than 300m did not have chicks, a
highly significant difference. The behaviour of those nearer the masts was also different, more
aggressive and less co-ordinated. 

A study by Furubayashi (2009) looked at a group of women who declared themselves sensitive to
RF exposure and compared them with a control group. They found no evidence of a causal link
between exposure and symptoms. As they only had 11 subjects in the sensitive group (out of
2,472 returned questionnaires), it seems as if their conclusion was somewhat hasty, and maybe
their inclusion criteria need to be re-visited.

It can sometimes be difficult to find out for certain whether the reported health effects are as
serious as some people believe. This can be because some of the research is undertaken with
industry-funded money and the results are not made freely available. T-Mobile commissioned a
scientific  report  that  concluded  that  mobile  phone  handsets  masts  contribute  to  cancer  and
genetic damage. The report recommended that exposure limits should be cut to 1/1,000 th of our
current limits. Dr Hans-Peter Neitzke, of the Ecolog Institute, which produced the report for T-
Mobile (2000), accused T-Mobile of diluting the findings by commissioning other studies from
which  it  knew that  “no  critical  results  or  recommendations  were  to  be  expected”.  Ecolog’s  report
concluded  “Given  the  results  of  the  present  epidemiological  studies,  it  can  be  concluded  that
electromagnetic  fields  with  frequencies  in  the  mobile  telecommunications  range  do  play  a  role  in  the
development of cancer.” “This is particularly notable for tumours of the central nervous system.”

It  is  worth  noting  that  Huss  (2007)  conducted  a  systematic  review  of  studies  of  controlled
exposure to radiofrequency radiation with health-related outcomes. From a total of 59 studies in
their analysis, 12 were funded exclusively by the telecommunications industry, 11 were funded
by public  agencies  and charities,  14  had  mixed funding  (including  industry),  and  in  22  the
funding was  not  reported.  They found that  “studies  funded exclusively  by  industry  reported  the
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largest number of outcomes, but were least likely to report a statistically significant result. The odds ratio
was 0.11 compared with studies funded by public agencies or charities.” This means that according to
their data, studies funded by the cellphone industries alone were 9 times more likely to find no
effect as those by purely public agencies and charities, and that this difference was significant!
They  concluded  that  “The  interpretation  of  results  from  studies  of  health  effects  of  radiofrequency
radiation should take sponsorship into account.”

For more information about funding bias, the following books are worth looking out for: 
 books by Robert Becker
 “Cell Phones: Invisible Hazards in the Wireless Age: An Insider's Alarming Discoveries

About Cancer and Genetic damage” by George Carlo and Martin Schram
 “Something in the Air” by Roger Coghill
 Martin  Walker's  publications  “Skewed”  and  other  recent  ones.  His  website  is  also

interesting www.slingshotpublications.com 

It is not just the funding that can result in inadequate research. In one paper looking at measuring
personal exposure to RF (Viel 2009) the study subjects carried them in different places, or had the
monitor next to them, and the authors themselves admit that most of the time the readings were
below the measuring instrument base level sensitivity. It seems as though it couldn't have been
designed better if it were intended not to find an effect.

Most inline water conditioners use a weak pulsed electromagnetic field to remove lime scale from
plumbing. It is quite possible that mobile phone antennas mounted on water towers could have a
similar ionic effect on the water stored inside. If it were to remove the protective lime scale from
lead plumbing, the water could become contaminated with lead.

Safety zones

The  signatories  of  the  Venice  Resolution,  initiated  by  the  International  Commission  for
Electromagnetic Safety, June 6th 2008, stated “We are compelled to confirm the existence of non-thermal
effects of electromagnetic fields on living matter, which seem to occur at every level of investigation from
molecular to epidemiological. We, who are at the forefront of this research, encourage an ethical approach in
setting of exposure standards which protect the health of all, including those who are more vulnerable.”

Blank & Goodman (2009) also call for EMF safety limits to be changed from the thermal standard,
due to the increasing evidence for DNA change occurring long before the threshold for thermal
changes is reached.

Some countries have imposed a safety zone around telecommunications masts. In Russia, this is
2,000 metres and in New Zealand it is 500 metres. This may merely change the health risks. For
mobile phone  users  the health risks will increase as their phones will have to work at a higher
power to connect to, and stay connected to, a mast that is further away than to one that is nearer.
Phone users  have a choice not  to use a  phone in  an area where  the  signal  strength is  poor,
however. The base stations will have to work hard to get the signal to phone users some distance
away, so the people who live nearest to these masts will get higher levels of radiation than those
living further away, who may be the people wanting the signal! Crude precautionary measures
do not always achieve the  desired results,  however attractive they may appear to be at  first
glance. Some national and regional governments have set 'preventive' exposure limits (lower than
those  advocated  by  ICNIRP),  rather  than  distance  to  protect  their  citizens.  These  countries
include  China,  Switzerland  and  Russia,  as  well  as  at  least  9  EU  member  states  (European
Parliament resolution April 2009).
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In February 2009, a French Telecommunications company, Bouygues Telecom, appealed against a
decision for them to remove a mast. The appeals court ruled “To expose one's neighbour against
his will to a risk that is certain and not hypothetical, as claimed by the defence, constitutes a
nuisance to one's neighbour. The removal of the risk in this case can only be obtained by the
removal of the installation.” The company lost its appeal. 

The  special  Eurobarometer  report  on  Electromagnetic  Fields  (June  2007)  indicated  that  the
majority of people do not feel that the public authorities inform them adequately on measures to
protect them from EMFs.

Campaigning organisations

CAVI Society www.cavisoc.org.uk UK Charity which seeks to safeguard children from the effects
of electromagnetic radiation in which they spend the greatest amount of their time.

EM  Radiation  Research  Truse  www.radiationresearch.org –  UK  charity  the  EM  Radiation
research trust  is  an independent body which aims to provide the facts about electromagnetic
radiation  and  health  to  the  public  and  the  media.  It  sponsors  Rewire.me  ES  and  EMFs
Information Magazine.

Mast Action UK  www.mastaction.co.uk - A UK organisation which campaigns for the sensible
siting of mobile phone masts.

Mast Sanity  www.mastsanity.org – UK charity set up in 2002 to help campaigners concerned
about the rollout of mobile phone masts and TETRA and health implications.

Mast  Victims  www.mast-victims.org – A website  dedicated to  people  suffering health effects
from masts and antennas.

Planning Sanity  www.planningsanity.co.uk – Planning Sanity is  a UK organisation, set  up in
1999,  to  help  local  communities  tackle  adverse  planning  and  development  applications  that
threaten to blight their areas. Includes information about mobile phone masts.

The studies that have been done on microwave exposure, both occupational and epidemiological,
together  with  the  experience  of  residents  of  communities  with  mobile  phone  masts,  are
sufficiently consistent to raise the question as to whether living with microwave radiation at low
levels is without health effects for at least some members of the general population. More than
two thousand scientific studies have shown that radiofrequency exposures can cause changes in
cell  membrane  function,  cell  communication,  metabolism  and  activation  of  proto-oncogenes.
Production of stress proteins is triggered at exposure levels far below current regulatory limits.
The resulting effects can include DNA breaks and chromosome aberrations, cell death including
death of brain neurons, increased free-radical production, activation of the endogenous opioid
system, cell stress and premature ageing. Other documented effects are changes in brain function
including memory loss, retarded learning, performance impairment in children, headaches and
fatigue,  sleep  disorders,  neurodegenerative  conditions,  reduction  in  melatonin  secretion  and
cancers. It may be that only a certain percentage of the population is, or will ever be affected by
this  form  of  environmental  pollutant.  A  literature  study  conducted  by  the  International
Commission for Non-Ionising Radiation Protection (ICNIRP – whose guidelines are accepted by
the UK government) concluded “The epidemiologic studies have too many deficiencies to rule out an
association between exposure from radio frequency fields (RFs) and any adverse health effects. Despite the
ubiquity of new technologies using radio frequency fields, little is known about population exposure from
RF sources, and even less about the relative importance of different sources.” 
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Finding an answer will not become any easier as people choose to use DECT phones and wireless
computer networks (wLANs) at home and at work, Bluetooth technology in vehicles and WiMAX
and WiFi emitters in the general environment.

Sage  and  Carpenter  in  2009 summarised  their  views;  “Global  exposures  to  emerging  wireless
technologies from applications including mobile phones, cordless phones, DECT phones, WiFi, WLAN,
WiMAX, wireless internet,  baby monitors, and others may present serious public health consequences.
New,  biologically based public  exposure  standards for  chronic exposure to low-intensity exposures are
warranted. Existing safety standards are obsolete because they are based solely on thermal effects from
acute exposures. The rapidly expanding development of new wireless technologies and the long latency for
the development of such serious diseases as brain cancers means that failure to take immediate action to
reduce risks may result in an epidemic of potentially fatal diseases in the future.”

An overwhelming majority of the European Parliament voted in 2008 for a set of changes based
on health concerns associated with electromagnetic fields.  They note  “the limits on exposure to
electromagnetic  fields  which  have  been  set  for  the  general  public  are  obsolete.” However,  scientists
representing both the World Health Organisation (WHO) and the European Commission, do not
seem to have the precautionary principle in mind when they report on health risks. This seems to
conflict with European Union (EU) law, which requires that the degree of scientific uncertainty
should be presented correctly. Case law, for other types of public exposure, also shows that the
precautionary principle can be applied on the basis of weaker evidence than the current research
is showing (Damvik 2010).

Russia  and China have long ago implemented significantly  stricter  limits  than most  western
countries, and Switzerland, Italy and Lichtenstein have acted unilaterally to protect their own
populations from the health hazards of electromagnetic radiation.

Those of us in other countries, with ICNIRP limits, who believe they are sensitive to microwave
radiation, need to have the information to help them avoid the exposure which is affecting their
health and reducing their quality of life. 

The content of this article can be freely used with appropriate citation    
           www.powerwatch.org.uk or www.emfields.org 
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